
Writer’s Workshop for the Common Core 

Session Guide #3 for Professional Development Teams 

 

Responding to 

 

Chapter 9:    Revise Words and Phrases with Me—Jot and Blend  

Chapter 10:  Fine-Tune Leads and Closes with Me—Writing Leads, Writing  

                       Closes, Circling Picture Sentences  

Chapter 11:  Combine Sentence with Me—The underlining signal, the signal in                  

                       parentheses, combining sentences in a first draft 
 

 

Before joining Professional Development Team (PDT) Session #3 

Make sure you have developed responses to these topics in your journal. 

1. Describe how you helped your students understand what revision—“picturing again”—

invites them to do to their writing. 

2. In two or three sentences, explain how reading first drafts out loud leads students 

naturally to explanations of what they mean. 

3. Describe the importance of parallel lessons in sentence-combining practice. 

4. What are the differences between sentence-combining practice and direct instruction in 

the grammar, usage and mechanics of language? 

 

Discussion questions for PDT Session #3 

1. What benefit is there in jotting additional details for every sentence in a first draft whether 

the writer blends them in or not? (chapter 9) 

2. Explain the value of Picture Killers and Picture Makers. (chapter 9) 

3. Are clear pictures behind the words of writing really necessary? (chapter 9) 

4. What is the advantage of asking students to circle picture sentences instead of possible 

topic sentences to expand into body paragraphs? (chapter 10) 

5. Describe situations in which it is more important for students to revise parts of their first 

draft instead of tackling the entire draft. (chapter 10) 

6. Explain how sentence-combing practice teaches language skills in the context of the 

writing process. (chapter 11) 

7. Describe how you explained the peril of weasel words in writing. (chapter 11) 
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